This paper considers the problem of partitioning an individual GPS trajectory data into homogeneous, meaningful segments such as stops and trips. Signal loss and signal noise are highly prevalent in human trajectory data, and it is challenging to deal with uncertainties in segmentation algorithms. We propose a new trajectory segmentation algorithm that detects stop segments in a noiserobust manner from GPS data with time gaps. The algorithm consists of three steps that impute time gaps, split data into base segments and estimate states over a base segment. The statedependent path interpolation was proposed as a framework for gap imputation to deal with locational and temporal uncertainties associated with signal loss. A spatiotemporal clustering-based trajectory segmentation was proposed to detect spatiotemporal clusters of any shape regardless of density to cut a trajectory into internally similar base segments. Fuzzy inference was employed to deal with borderline cases in determining states over base segments based on input features. The proposed algorithm was applied to detect stop/move episodes from raw GPS trajectories that were collected from 20 urban and 19 suburban participants. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to guide the choice of parameters such as the temporal and spatial definitions of a stop. Experimentation results show that the proposed method correctly identified 92% of stop/move episodes, and correctly estimated 98% of episode duration. This study indicates that a sequence of statedependent gap imputation, clustering-based data segmentation and fuzzy-set-based state estimation can satisfactorily deal with uncertainty in processing human GPS trajectory data.
Introduction
Tracking an individual's place history has become increasingly common as locationaware devices produce a large volume of GPS trajectory data, a set of temporally sequenced location and time values (x, y, t) recorded from GPS-enabled devices. The applicability of GPS trajectory data is as wide-ranging as transportation planning, location-based services, marketing, health care, animal ecology and governance. The value of GPS trajectory data, however, will not be fully realized without reliable GPS data processing methods. GPS trajectory computing can be classified into: (a) preprocessing to make data clean, concise and accurate; (b) management to efficiently access and retrieve data; and (c) mining to uncover patterns and behavior Zhou 2011, Zheng 2015) . Approaches differ by whether computing is conducted on (a) individual (Zhou et al. 2004 , Stopher et al. 2008 , Schuessler and Axhausen 2009 or collective trajectory (Li et al. 2008 , Rocha et al. 2010 , Yuan et al. 2013 ); (b) person (Zhou et al. 2004 , Stopher et al. 2008 , Zheng et al. 2008 , Schuessler and Axhausen 2009 , vehicle (Yuan et al. 2013) or animal trajectory (Handcock et al. 2009); with external data such as points of interest data (Liao et al. 2007) , accelerometer data (Hemminki et al. 2013) or without external data (Schuessler and Axhausen 2009 ). This paper focuses on preprocessing techniques for an individual person-based GPS trajectory without external data.
GPS trajectory data is readily accessible, but it is time consuming to process large datasets. Hence, researchers would benefit from aggregating raw GPS track points into homogeneous segments to provide high-level representations of data, such as a sequence of stop and move episodes as a preprocessing step (Spaccapietra et al. 2008 , Parent et al. 2013 . In this paper, we propose a new method for segmenting a GPS trajectory data into stop/move episodes. A stop episode is a subsequence of a trajectory where a moving object exhibits little movement for at least the defined minimum time duration for a stop or MinStopDur. A stop episode can mean different things depending on intended applications (e.g. activity locations, change points). A move episode is a part of a trajectory that is delimited by two consecutive stops (Spaccapietra et al. 2008 , Parent et al. 2013 . Episodes possess spatiotemporal coordinates (e.g. arrival time, departure time, mean XY coordinates) in contrast to places that do not have temporal coordinates.
Human trajectories are characterized by a prevalence of signal loss and signal noise as significant portions of human activities occur indoors. Figure 1 shows how prevalent time gaps (data loss) are during two days' continuous tracking of a person's whereabouts. GPS signal is not completely lost indoors in many instances, but the signal quality is compromised due to structural interference. Those compromised GPS signals are typically expressed as back-and-forth movement (or indoor jitter) around a stop location. Figure 2 depicts GPS points that were logged for an hour when a person was staying in a single building. The map indicates that structural interference lowers both positional accuracy (>150 m) and attribute accuracy (e.g. false high-speed values).
Uncertainties of human trajectories make it difficult to detect where and when a trip starts and ends. A vast majority of literature on transport mode detection and trip detection does not address this ambiguity as those algorithms are calibrated against outdoor data (Das and Winter 2016, p. 6) . For instance, the duration of a stop will be underestimated if a stop is missed due to signal loss, and the duration of a stop will be overestimated if movement in urban canyon is falsely classified as a stop due to signal shortage (Kerr et al. 2011 , Meseck et al. 2016 ). In addition, validity of feature values calculated for segmentation (such as density, heading and speed) is put into question in sparse trajectories. For example, a stop detection algorithm based on density should be reengineered to accommodate the sparsity of GPS data. Furthermore, compromised GPS signals render feature values unreliable, thereby making existing algorithms ineffective. For instance, indoor jitter (Figure 2) will be misclassified as a move episode by a speedbased algorithm (due to false high-speed values) if the effect of signal noise is not taken into account. Therefore, effective methods for segmenting human trajectories should deal with uncertainty of trajectories.
There are limitations of existing approaches to dealing with signal loss and signal noise. Signal loss can be dealt with through gap imputation to some extent. A gap is typically imputed as a stop if gap duration exceeds the defined minimum stop duration MinStopDur (Li et al. 2008, Schuessler and Axhausen 2009) . A path interpolation algorithm can be used (Idrissov 2012 , Long 2016 ), but is not well suited to human trajectories of highly irregular sampling rates (Figure 1 ). Signal noise can be dealt with using moving centroids, accuracy thresholds, filtering calculated on sliding windows and limiting sampling to data collected outdoors, but these techniques come with limitations such as being sensitive to outliers and operational parameters Zhou 2011, Thalmann and Abdalla 2014) . There are two challenges with inferring states (stop or move) from GPS data with signal loss. First, feature values are not distinctively different between stop and move, making it hard to classify. For instance, it would be difficult to determine whether a data point with speed 0.8 m/s is stop or move when signal noise is present. Therefore, an algorithm based on a simple threshold does not work well. Second, even if feature values are smoothed out over a moving window to buffer the effect of noise, it is difficult to estimate states accurately when the window size is chosen with disregard to internal similarity. Precision of local feature values over the moving window can be unfairly influenced by signal noise, thereby increasing the chance of false detection.
To overcome these limitations, the proposed method (a) imputes likely states (stop or move) during signal loss; (b) splits a trajectory into internally similar units (or base segments); and then (c) classifies states based on the overlapping membership degrees of local feature values that are calculated over base segments (not arbitrarily chosen segments). We achieve these three tasks using a state-dependent path interpolation algorithm, duration-based spatiotemporal clustering and fuzzy inference, respectively. Below, we review methods related to detecting stop episodes from GPS trajectory where signal loss and noise are relatively well considered.
Related work
Stop detection can be achieved as part of algorithms that detect modes of transportation or as a preliminary to mode detection (Zheng et al. 2008 , Reddy et al. 2010 , Biljecki et al. 2013 ). This paper focuses on the latter approach (detect stops first). We omit the review of the former approach (detect moves first) in this paper as it has already been reviewed (Prelipcean et al. 2017) . Researchers generally agree on what features should be used in detecting stop episodes without external data. They are namely speed, density, heading change, location and time (Buchin et al., 2015) . In contrast, there are variations of how to detect stop segments from GPS trajectory. Segmentation algorithms can be classified into four categories: rule-based, clustering-based, kernel-based and cost-function-based approach.
Rule-based approach detects segments using heuristic rules as to the association of input feature values with output values (stop or move). A set of consecutive GPS points are typically detected as a stop if those data points meet some of the following criteria: lack of location change (or high density), low speed and exceeding the minimum stop duration MinStopDur (Stopher et al. 2008 , Schuessler and Axhausen 2009 ). Li et al. (2008 proposed a staypoint-detection algorithm that marked a staypoint if the distance among two or more consecutive data points exceeded a distance threshold (200 m) and time span among those data points exceeded a time threshold (30 min); this effectively identifies a gap whose duration exceeds a time threshold as a stop regardless of spatial density. Heuristic rules were developed to impute likely states during signal loss; those rules were largely based on gap duration, average gap velocity and gap distance (Stopher et al. 2008 , Schuessler and Axhausen 2009 , Biljecki et al. 2013 , Meseck et al. 2016 . Suggested values for MinStopDur vary from 2 min to 30 min. Rule-based approach can be easily implemented, but segments detected are not robust to noise.
A clustering-based approach adapts a density-based clustering algorithm such as DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996) , to fit a temporal constraint of stops (i.e. should exceed MinStopDur). A density-based clustering was used to detect where taxis are most likely to be parked (Yuan et al. 2013) ; to detect important places (Zhou et al. 2004) ; and to measure community mobility (Hwang et al. 2013) . However, gaps (signal loss) were not considered in these studies. Palma et al. (2008) adapted DBSCAN to detect regions with low speed while treating gaps exceeding MinStopDur as a stop. Density, direction change and time were taken into account within the framework of DBSCAN for detecting stop episodes (Gong et al. 2015) . A clustering-based approach is useful in detecting stops of any shape that is robust to noise, but cannot detect stops reliably from a sparse trajectory.
A kernel-based approach determines states within a moving window (kernel) of the fixed size and merges data points based on homogeneity of feature values calculated across the kernel. The kernel can be point-based (e.g. ± 2 points before and after a current data point p) or time-based (e.g. ± 2 min. before after p). Dodge et al. (2009) partitioned a trajectory into trip segments using machine learning based on the deviation and sinuosity of local features (movement parameters) from the median line. Wan and Lin (2016) estimated probabilities that belong to three states (stop, slow move and fast move) for each individual GPS point using fuzzy inference, and aggregated GPS points into segments based on the smoothed probabilities within a kernel. Das and Winter (2016) estimated states over a kernel and merged consecutive data points using a set of heuristic rules. In this approach, gaps are typically used to split a trajectory into segments and states during signal loss are estimated based on similarity among data points adjacent to gaps. Although a kernel-based method can be applied to real-time data processing, it is difficult to accurately determine states over an arbitrarily chosen kernel.
A cost-function-based approach partitions a trajectory into segments by minimizing a cost function comprised of the conciseness of segments and intra-segment similarity that formalizes the principle of minimum description length (MDL). The cost function was defined in terms of the spatial distance for line segments (Lee et al. 2007) , and the attribute distance between representative points and other points within segments (Júnior et al. 2015) . The similar approach was proposed for noise filtering (Riyadh et al. 2017 ). This approach is useful in identifying characteristic points (e.g. where direction abruptly changes) in a trajectory, but gaps are not explicitly taken into account.
A path interpolation algorithm (Long 2016) can be used to estimate the 'unknown location at a given time during signal loss' z(t u ) (t i < t u < t j ) as follows:
where ῡ is unknown velocity during Δt. It states that z(t u ) is determined by how much a person moves from the last known location z(t i ). ῡ is a key parameter in estimating z(t u ) since Δt is known. In a simple linear interpolation, a person is assumed to move at the average velocity between i and j (or ῡ ij ), calculated as gap distance Δz ij divided by gap duration Δt ij , following a linear path between i and j. Although this simplifies geographic representation of potential movement from i to j (Pfoser and Jensen 1999, Hornsby and Egenhofer 2002) , the assumption of constant motion during signal loss is not usually held. Humans typically alternate a sequence of stop and move rather than constantly move. This is particularly likely if gap distance Δz ij and gap duration Δt ij are large. z(t u ) can be better modeled as a function of states like stop and move. The proposed method, in principle, can fall into a clustering-based approach in that a spatial clustering algorithm is used to cut GPS points into segments of two types (cluster and noise). However, we attempt to overcome the limitation of a clustering-based approach whose performance is sensitive to sparsity of data by considering time duration in place of density. Moreover, our approach addresses a limitation of a kernel-based approach by calculating local feature values over homogeneous segments of varied size instead of a kernel of uniform size. Furthermore, the proposed method differs from a rule or cost-function-based approach that relies on discrete cutoff values as it addresses ambiguity associated with classification by modeling a continuous membership value (e.g. probability of being a stop is 50% if a speed is 0.8 m/s rather than all or nothing). Finally, we develop elaborate rules for imputing likely states between i and j (or S ij ) as any of stop, move or the combination of stop and move in contrast to a simple linear interpolation that assumes a constant motion between i and j.
The proposed method
The proposed method (outlined in Figure 3 ) classifies individual GPS points into stop or move without external data. The algorithm also generates a personal itinerary that lists the start and end time of stop and move episodes in sequence. The hallmark of the proposed method is to split a trajectory into internally homogeneous base segments using gap imputation and a clustering-based segmentation algorithm, and to update states over those base segments using fuzzy inference iteratively. Gap imputation is needed to deal with locational and temporal uncertainties associated with signal loss for segmenting a trajectory. A density-based clustering algorithm is adapted to detect spatiotemporal clusters of any shape regardless of density in cutting a trajectory into base segments. Fuzzy inference is employed to deal with borderline cases in determining states over base segments based on input features. In essence, the proposed method turns a large volume of a sparsely and discretely sampled GPS trajectory into a temporally continuous sequence of concise stop and move episodes.
The algorithm begins with removing inaccurate, redundant records, and outliers in order to suppress the influence of uncertainty and reduce processing time. Inaccurate records (GPS points) are defined as records with high Horizontal Dilution of Precision (≥4), low number of satellites used in calculation (<4), no location fix and zero speed whenever information related to quality of GPS signal is available (Stopher et al. 2008) . Redundant records are those that are within a small distance (<10 m or less depending on a recording interval) from the previous record (Zhou et al. 2004 ). In dealing with outliers, filtering was not used because filtering alters original locations of raw GPS points, and the new location calculated after filtering is sensitive to outliers that filtering attempts to deal with (Zheng and Zhou 2011, p. 20-32) . It was also shown that performance was sensitive to the type and size of sliding windows (Thalmann and Abdalla 2014) . Instead, data points with extreme speed (>45 m/s) and data points with abrupt location change 1 were removed (Shekhar et al. 2003) .
Impute gaps using state-dependent path interpolation
An imputable gap is defined as a period between i and j where the time span (or Δt ij ) is within MinStopDur and MaxStopDur for operational purposes. States during signal loss S ij can vary depending on gap distance Δz ij and average gap velocity ῡ ij (Figure 4) . A gap can be imputed as a stop (e.g. staying indoors) if both gap distance and velocity are small; as a move (e.g. taking subway, passing tunnel) if both gap distance and velocity are large. In Figure 4 , spatial size of stop (SR) serves as a cutoff value for gap distance, and the minimum velocity of move (MV) serves as a cutoff value for gap velocity. Large gap distance and small gap velocity (quadrant II in Figure 4 ) can be mapped to the occurrence of stop and move (SAM) since large gap distance indicates moving from i to j while small gap velocity indicates being stationary at some point. Small gap distance and large gap velocity (quadrant IV in Figure 4 ) can be regarded as the incidence of either stop or move (SOM)move if a person is making a short trip (≤SR) or stop if high-speed values (≥MV) is an artifact of signal noise (Figure 2 ).
Once S ij were imputed, state-dependent path interpolation ( Figure 5 ) is used to estimate z(t u ). It states that z(t u ) is set to the location of the last known point z(t i ) if S ij is imputed as stop. z(t u ) is linearly interpolated between the path between i and j assuming a person moves at the speed of ῡ ij if S ij is imputed as move. If S ij is imputed as SAM, either the transition from stop to move (SM) or the transition from move to stop (MS) can occur. S ij is mapped to SM if speed increases after a gap, and to MS otherwise. Finally, once S ij is imputed as SOM, z(t u ) is set to z(t i ) if a gap is surrounded by stops at both ends, or z(t u ) is set to z(t i ) + ῡ ij Δt otherwise.
The following rules were used to estimate the velocity of a move segment when S ij is imputed as SAM. For SM, z(t u ) is presumed to be stationary up until t a , where t i < t a < t j , and then move at an unknown velocity ῡ between t a and t j . ῡ depends on whether S > j (state of data points following j) is stop or move. If S > j is move, then a person is assumed to move at the same speed as ῡ > j (average velocity of data points following j). If S > j is stop, no clue is provided with regard to ῡ because a person has already completed a trip. In that case, the average speed on a route taken between i and j (or average walking or driving speed) is used to estimate ῡ. Similarly, for MS, z(t u ) is presumed to move until t a at the speed of ῡ < i (average velocity of data points preceding i), and be stationary after t a if S < i is move. The same rule as SM applies if S < i is stop. S < i and S > j are determined using fuzzy inference, and data points within the minimum segment duration (MinSegDur) before i and after j are considered for calculating S < i and S > j (Section 3.3). Rules developed here are more elaborate than studies by Stopher et al. (2008) and Biljecki et al. (2013) .
The gap imputation algorithm ( Figure 5 ) is useful in demarcating spatiotemporal coordinates of stop and move episodes during signal loss. Gap imputation rules can be added as additional rules in a rule-based approach so that a gap can be imputed as one or more likely states rather than uniformly treated as a stop. Similarly, results of gap imputation (i.e. imputed states at any given time during signal loss) can be taken into account in calculating similarity metrics for merging or partitioning operation in a kernel-based and cost-function-based approach. To incorporate gap imputation into a clustering-based approach, synthetic data points were added at the estimated location at the start and end time of stop episodes such that those points would be explicitly detected as stop episodes by SpatioTemporal Clustering-based Stops and Moves of Trajectories (STC-SMoT) described below.
Partition a trajectory into base segments using STC-SMoT
DBSCAN checks whether data within a given search radius (Eps) from any unvisited point (core point) exceeds the minimum number of points (MinPts). If the condition above is met (or density reachable), the algorithm checks whether there are more than MinPts within Eps from each of all density-reachable points, to expand a cluster (to form 'density-connected' data points) (Ester et al. 1996) . This process continues until the density-connected cluster is completely found. Although a clustering-based approach has been used in many occasions for detecting a stop episode, it does not work well with sparse trajectory data (Das and Winter 2016) .
To address this problem, we propose a new algorithm STC-SMoT that detects spatiotemporal clusters of any shape and any size regardless of density. The idea is to check whether a spatiotemporal neighbor exceeds MinStopDur instead of checking whether a spatial neighbor (within Eps) has high density (>MinPts). Clusters C are identified from GPS trajectory D as follows ( Figure 6 ). The algorithm visits an unclassified point P in dataset D and retrieves a spatiotemporal neighbor or STN(P). P is marked as C if the longest duration of STN(P) exceeds MinStopDur. If the longest duration of STN(Q), where Q ⊂ STN(P), exceeds MinStopDur, then Q is added to C. Data points marked as C are labeled as a stop, and remainders are labeled as a move. STN(P) is defined as a set of points that are within Eps and are temporally adjacent. In most of clustering-based approach, Eps is set regardless of recording interval of a GPS trajectory data. This is problematic because Eps should be small if data is recorded in high frequency (small interval), and should be large if data is recorded in low frequency (large interval). To address this problem, Eps (in meter) is calculated as SC × Interval, where SC is the constant that captures the relationship between Eps and Interval. The number of points considered for temporal adjacency is calculated as MinSegDur in seconds divided by Interval. For example, if data is recorded at every 10 s, SC is 5, and MinSegDur is 60 s, then 6 (60/10) data points before and after P within 50 (5 × 10) meters will be defined as STN(P). Since STC-SMoT does not consider density, sparse data points that are spatiotemporally adjacent can be also identified as a cluster. In contrast to DBSCAN used for trajectory segmentation that takes three parameters (MinPts, Eps and MinStopDur), the algorithm does not need to specify MinPts. To remove remaining noise in labeling, an existing value (noise) is replaced with the most common value over a sliding window consisting of three consecutive data points as the minimum number of data points that forms a segment is two (e.g. two synthetic data points added at the start and end time of a stop episode). In this process, move segments with too short of a duration (<MinSegDur) or length (<the walking distance for MinSegDur) were aggregated with adjacent stop segments. Consecutive and spatially close (≤250 m) stops were aggregated into a stop, where 250 m approximate the maximum diagonal length of a building (Wan and Lin 2016).
Estimate states over base segments using fuzzy inference
At this point, stop and move episodes (base segments) can still be incorrectly labeled due to signal noise. The radius of indoor jitter or outliers are often much larger than Eps, and as a result those data points are not marked as STN(P) even though they should be marked as a stop. To address this uncertainty, we considered aggregate values of speed, angle and circuity over each base segment. Three aggregate feature values are calculated from data points p 1 , p 2 , . . ., p m that constitute a base segment: the average of point speed, the average of point angle and circuity. The average of point angle is calculated as the mean of the angle (<180°) that is formed between a vector from p i−1 to p i and a vector from p i to p i+1 (Wan and Lin 2016) . Circuity is defined as the ratio of the distance between p 1 and p m to the sum of length between two consecutive points. If a person walks or drives on a linear road, the average of point angle will be close to 180°and circuity will be close to 1. In contrast, back-and-forth movement caused by structural interference (Figure 2) will have low point angle and high circuity.
A stop is typically characterized by low average point speed, narrow average point angle and high circuity whereas a move is characterized by medium to high average point speed, wide average point angle and low circuity. Angle was previously considered to address locational uncertainties of a stop (Wan and Lin 2016) . Circuity was additionally considered to further distinguish between a stop and a move in the proposed method. Indoor jitter (stop) often has average point angle that is neither too wide nor narrow, making it difficult to distinguish it from a move. For instance, 20 GPS points in sequence (Figure 7) have average point angle 111°due to rather elongated shape of indoor jitter. A high circuity value (5.92) can be instrumental in labeling this base segment as a stop.
Three input aggregate feature values were mapped to a fuzzy set membership degree because it is difficult to delineate boundaries of high and low values of features sharply. Three feature values were fuzzified using membership functions (Figure 8 ). 2 Membership functions are based on the fact that point speed for a move (stop) has the positive (negative) relationship with speed (Figure 8(a) ); point angle of move tends to be wide, and that of stop tends to be narrow (Figure 8(b) ); and actual human movement does not take highly circuitous form for efficiency and high circuity is often an artifact of compromised GPS signal (Figure 8(c) ).
The final aggregate membership degree to stop and move was calculated as a weighted average of membership values of three features following Sugeno-type model (Jassbi et al. 2006) . That way, effects of erroneous values caused by signal noise in one or two features can be diluted in computing the final membership. Then the degree of final aggregate membership to stop and move was defuzzified to either stop or move based on maximum membership values. The final membership value was updated iteratively until no more update was needed (i.e. the updated membership value over a reassigned segment did not differ from the membership value in the previous iteration any more).
Once states' update was completed, unique episodes of stop and move were generated as spatial data objects with Point and LineString geometry type, respectively. The mean center of data points that make up each stop episode was assigned as the XY coordinates of a stop episode. Finally, attributes such as duration and average speed were assigned to spatial data objects representing episodes. Any discontinuity between episodes within the duration of a recording interval was filled. This led to generating the personal itinerary that lists a continuous sequence of stop and move episodes.
Experimentation results and discussions 4.1. Data
The proposed method was applied to GPS trajectories that were collected from 39 participants (20 urban residents and 19 suburban residents). Participants were asked to wear a GPS data logger (QStarz Travel recorder BT-Q1000XT) for two days continuously. The dataset also had variability in terms of sampling rate (1, 5, 10 s), and logging mode (stationary mode on and off). A stationary mode stops logging if the device is stationary for 10 min. In total 271,129 GPS points were collected for 73.36 days of monitoring sometime between April and November of 2014.
Outputs generated from the proposed method (stop/move labeling for GPS points and a personal itinerary) were compared against baseline data for evaluation. To generate baseline data, two research personnel manually inspected the entire raw GPS trajectory data against high-resolution remotely sensed imagery in GIS, to code episode values. If any disagreement in coding raw data between personnel arose, those cases were reevaluated to minimize ambiguity. Coding results were verified against two reference datasets: a log of supervised activities recorded by research personnel at the start of GPS tracking and travel diaries completed by study participants every 2 h during the 48 h monitoring period.
Sensitivity analysis
Accuracy of the proposed method was assessed over a range of parameter values to guide the choice of parameters, and to examine whether the performance of the proposed method is robust to varying parameter values. Accuracy was measured as F1 score of stop and move as a harmonic measure of precision and recall calculated at a point level for sensitivity analysis. Overall accuracy was assessed with respect to two parameters for gap imputation: MV and SR (Figure 4) . Performance peaked when MV reached 1.0 m/s (Figure 9 ) and SR reached 100 m ( Figure 10) for both stop and move. Additionally, the percent of correctly classified duration (Carlson et al. 2015 ) was compared across different configurations of weights for speed, angle and circuity used in calculating aggregate fuzzy set membership degrees (Figure 11 ). Performance was consistently high when circuity was weighted relatively more (≥40%) than other features (speed, angle), justifying the use of circuity as an additional criterion for fuzzy classification.
Accuracy was also assessed with respect to parameters for STC-SMoT: MinStopDur and SC. MinStopDur controls the temporal extent of potential stop episodes, and SC controls the spatial extent of potential stop episodes identified by STC-SMoT. Accuracy decreased as MinStopDur increased (Figure 12 ). This is expected as the longer MinStopDur the more likely actual stops will be missed. Conversely, a too short MinStopDur is likely to detect a stop that is not meaningful.
The larger SC (Figure 6 ), the larger search area became in retrieving STN(P). Small SC might help to delineate stop episodes precisely, but could lead to over-segmentation. Large SC might help to accommodate a large noise level of GPS measurement, but this is achieved at the expense of processing time. Sensitivity analysis showed that stops are most correctly inferred at SC = 5, and moves are most correctly inferred at SC = 10 ( Figure 13 ), suggesting SC values between 5 and 10 as optimal values. So far, no differences were observed between urban and suburban data in choosing optimal parameter values. Contrastingly, Figure 14 shows that 50 m work well as search area (Eps) for urban areas, and 200 m work well for suburban areas if a recording interval is 10 s. This makes sense as a horizontal building size is typically larger in suburban areas than in urban areas.
Evaluation
The proposed method was implemented over datasets described in Section 4.1 with parameter values as follows: weight for speed, angle and circuity = [0.2, 0.4, 0.4], MV = 1 m/s, SR = 100 m, MinStopDur = 5 min, MaxStopDur = 2 days and SC = 5. Accuracy was measured in terms of correctly classified duration in seconds as well as the number of correctly classified segments (stop/move episodes). Accuracy by duration was assessed to examine effects of gap imputation as it was designed to improve the estimation of episode duration by marking arrival and departure time (section 3.1). Results were compiled as a confusion matrix (Table 1) . Overall accuracy by duration was 97.98%, and accuracy by segment was 92.40%. Results of an independent t-test show that there is no difference in accuracy in terms of place category (urban vs. suburban), logging mode (stationary yes/no) and recording interval. This indicates that the proposed method performs reliably across heterogeneous data.
To evaluate classification quality, we calculated several indicators of accuracy for each of 39 datasets (Zhou et al. 2004 , Tran et al. 2013 , Gong et al. 2015 , Wan and Lin 2016 . The F1 score of stop (move) calculated at a segment level was 93.12% (93.05) on average. Precision and recall of stop (move) was 90.52% (88.86) and 96.92% (99.06) on average. 3 Over-detection was much more common than under-detection because indoor jitter (stop) beyond Eps was misclassified into short moves (thereby creating redundant stops). Given this, adding a heuristic rule that removes short moves with the same origin and destination can improve performance. Mean duration deviation of stop (move) was 2.29 (2.32) min. Ratio of number of stops (moves) found over correct stops (moves) was 1.09 (1.14).
To assess the quality of the proposed gap imputation algorithm ( Figure 5 ), we randomly generated artificial gaps with varying minimum duration (from 5 min to 2 h) in the data described above. We then compared imputed S ij within those gaps to actual S ij . Results (Figure 15 ) show that performance decreased as gap duration increased as expected, and over 90% of duration were correctly inferred for relatively short gaps (<30 min). Additionally, accuracy was compared between the gap imputation algorithm ( Figure 5 ) and the method that imputes S ij as stop. Accuracy by duration was higher (mean 98.17 > 97.95; median 98.2 > 97.78 ) and less variable (StDev 1.14 < 1.16) in the former than in the latter. A paired t-test shows that the former outperforms the latter (pvalue = 0.016).
Finally, we compared the proposed method to two similar algorithmsnamely staypoint detection (SPD) algorithm (Li et al. 2008, p. 3) and spatiotemporal clustering on trajectories (STC) algorithm (Das and Winter 2016, p. 13) . The two algorithms are comparable to the proposed method in that they have relative focus on stop detection (move detection as a byproduct), and use a similar set of parameters (distance threshold/Eps/SC and time threshold/MinStopDur). The proposed method outperforms other methods (Table 2) . Several things are notable. First, STC led to significantly low accuracy by duration (<64%). This is because STC fails to detect stops with long duration when data are sparse due to signal loss. Second, SPD does not detect moves well (precision < 40%) due to its focus on staypoint. In general, the proposed method correctly inferred stop and move in a relatively balanced manner.
Outputs of the algorithms for one participant are depicted in Figure 16 . Five stop episodes and four move episodes were extracted from a participant's data. Each episode has attributes such as duration, average speed, arrival time and departure time. For instance, a trip with STCID 6 started at 8:03:08 AM and ended at 8:27:09 AM on 24 April, 2014. Then this person stayed at a location with STCID 7 for over 2 h. The personal itinerary shows the sequence of stop (loctype = 0) and move episodes. The proposed method was useful in reducing a volume of data, turning on average 6952 raw GPS points to about 10 trips per participant.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a fully automated approach to partitioning sparse GPS trajectory data into a continuous subsequence of stop and move episodes without external data. The current study provides proof of concept that a sequence of state-dependent gap imputation, clustering-based data segmentation and fuzzy-set-based state estimation can satisfactorily deal with uncertainty in processing human GPS trajectory data. This study shows how path interpolation can be extended to model the motion during signal loss as a function of states, which is more suitable for human trajectories of irregular sampling rate. The proposed clustering-based approach detects stops regardless of density, and hence works well with sparse trajectories unlike other clustering-based methods. The segmentation is greatly improved by using STC-SMoT as it processes GPS trajectory into internally homogeneous segments more accurately than other approaches. Ambiguity with distinguishing stop and move was addressed by fuzzy inference based on speed, angle and circuity.
The proposed method was applied to GPS trajectory data that differ in category of sampling frequencies, logging modes and built environments that were collected by 39 participants. No significant difference was observed in performance by different categories, suggesting that the proposed method can be used in diverse data. An experiment suggests that the state-dependent path interpolation algorithm can correctly impute likely states (stop or move) for a short gap (<1 h) at least 85% of time. With a rational choice of parameters, the proposed method correctly classifies 98% of the monitoring duration, and 92% of segments on average. High level of accuracy by duration makes the proposed method suitable for use in exposure assessment as dwelling time is important in measuring the extent of exposure. Human errors in creating baseline data can be acknowledged as a limitation of the study. The use of multiple parameters could also limit the use of the proposed method. In particular, the effect of the interaction among parameter values on the outcomes was not thoroughly examined in this paper. In general, the choice of parameter values should be dictated by data quality, application domains and analysis scale. For instance, a large SC (or Eps) and window size would work well with data with high noise level. It makes sense to use small MinStopDur and SR (stop radius) for detecting sublocations with short duration of visits, and to use large MinStopDur and SR for identifying important places at a rough geographic scale. Accuracy can be improved by refining rules for gap imputation and fuzzy inference, and adding heuristic rules for reconsidering misclassified cases. As alternative strategies, efficacy of different approaches to handling outliers (e.g. filtering vs. outlier removal) can be assessed; issues related to compromised GPS signals can be dealt with upfront to improve both accuracy and efficiency of a stop detection algorithm. The proposed gap imputation algorithm can be further improved with the use of accelerometer data (Hemminki et al. 2013) . It is hoped that the proposed method will aid in improving ways to quantify environmental exposure, and understand human mobility in many emerging application domains such as e-Health and smart cities. Notes 1. To detect data points with abrupt location change, a location deviation score is calculated as a ratio of the distance between the current point p and the representative location of p's temporal neighbor to standard distance of p's temporal neighbor. The higher the location deviation score, the more the current location is deviated from its temporal neighbor. Data points with a location deviation score >2.4 are marked as outliers based on experimentations. 2. A sigmoid function was used because it would allow for controlling a range of possible values based on central values and level of uncertainty. Parameters for a central value and slope in the sigmoid function were set based on summary statistics of 15% random sample of collected data. Comparison of membership functions (Figure 8 ) to logistic regression indicates that defined functions perform fairly well (84% vs. 64%). The automated process for optimizing membership function was described in Biljecki et al. (2013, p. 20) . 3. To calculate precision and recall, inferred segments within 100 m (SR) and 1 min (MinSegDur) from actual segments are considered to be matched.
